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Tate Publishing & Enterprises. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 180 pages. Dimensions: 6.9in. x 4.9in. x 0.5in.Teresa
Ann Winton provides an elegant collection of short stories and
poems in Impressions of Eternal Love, drawing from her own
losses to evoke a sense of pathos. Each piece stands on its own
merit while blending with the other selections to enhance and
intensify the emotional impact. Impressions of Eternal Love
showcases Teresas exceptional ability to bring strong emotions
to the surface through thought-provoking words and a beautiful
presentation. The stories in this collection are from around the
world and in different eras. Jaspers Bells tells the tale of a white
Siberian husky who will lift spirits with his unrelenting pursuit to
save his human friends. Muse gives the story of a famed cameo
carver in 1889 Italy who becomes obsessed with a woman he
met in a dream, blurring the lines of reality and illusion. Lossie
depicts a gardeners delight at a Paris garden maiden sculpture
that brings a new season of love into the life of a widowed
woman and reveals a dark secret from the maidens past. And
for those who love the American South, Magnolia Petals ignites
ones faith...
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An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have
read. Your life period will probably be enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Pr of . Da n Windler  MD-- Pr of . Da n Windler  MD

It is really an amazing publication i actually have at any time read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations
inside the 50 percent of your pdf. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is just right a er i finished
reading this ebook where actually transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Dr . Celestino Spinka  III--  Dr . Celestino Spinka  III
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